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ABSTRACT

Detection and Morphological Analysis of Novel Russian Loanwords
by
Yulia Spektor

Advisor: Kyle Gorman
Borrowings from other languages are not a new phenomenon in Russian, but the last couple of
decades have witnessed an influx of new English borrowings into Russian. Loanwords are
expected to adopt to or accommodate the rules and patterns of the recipient language, thus
providing an insight into the borrowing language’s constraints. Multiple studies of loanwords and
their morphological and phonological properties have appeared as a result, and this study is no
exception. This paper investigates recent English loanwords in Russian and explores ways in
which computational methods can help further theoretical research. The goal of the study is twofold: to find new, previously unattested loanwords borrowed over the last decade and to examine
the rate of adaptation of the new borrowings, attested by the degree to which they conform to the
constraints of the Russian language. First, we train a finite-state pipeline that combines character
n-gram language models, which encode phonotactic and lexical properties of loanwords, with a
binary classifier to detect loanwords. The model achieves state-of-the-art performance results
during evaluation, surpassing previously established benchmarks. Secondly, we introduce a new
and extended corpus of recent Russian loanwords that have been detected in Web texts by our
model. The corpus includes loanwords together with their morphological features, part-of-speech
tags, and sentences in which they occur. We conduct an analysis of inflectional morphology of the
iv

identified loanwords, investigating the rate of indeclinability of recent loanwords and stem-final
consonant alternations in verbs.
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1. Introduction
Languages do not exist in isolation. Neighboring languages can affect one another through
contact, and even languages that are geographically distant are not immune to it. Inevitably, one
language’s words and sounds find their way to another, and loanwords are born. A loanword is a
word that is transferred from one language, known as the donor language, to another, known as
the recipient language (Haspelmath 2008). Loanwords provide a rich resource for both theoretical
and applied linguistic research because they allow to study language constraints through the
processes of language change as well as presuppose future, unattested changes (ibid. 2008).
In recent years, borrowings from non-neighboring languages and, in particular, from English
have become increasingly common (Gorlach et al. 2001). Russian is no exception and has seen an
influx of new loanwords from English since the start of the post-Soviet period (Sagalova 1997,
Ryazanova-Clarke and Wade 1999, Murphy 2000). While this phenomenon spurs robust linguistic
research on derivational morphology (Bobkova and Montermini 2021), inflectional morphology
(Murphy 2000, Janurik 2011, Pertsova 2016), morphophonological alterations (Slioussar and
Kholodilova 2013, Magomedova and Slioussar 2017), it also signals a need for computational
models that can predict unattested language changes and provide support for existing linguistic
theories.
The current paper is a computational study of recent Russian loanwords. A finite-state pipeline
is used to recent loanwords, borrowed into the Russian language in the course of the last decade,
and construct an extended corpus that includes loanword lemmas, their wordforms and
morphological features, as well as sentences they occur in. The new corpus is then used to conduct
an analysis of inflectional morphology of the detected loanwords to provide new evidence of
changes borrowed nouns and verbs undergo in the process of nativization.
1

Recent research into loanwords in Russian, while robust, faces a considerable limitation: the
lack of extensive corpora that include most recent borrowings adopted into the language in the last
couple of decades in addition to the traditionally well-known loanwords, i.e., loanwords adopted
into Russian language in the 17th-18th centuries and the beginning of the 20th century (Kurokhtina
1996). Researchers either rely on existing dictionaries (Murphy 2000), which may not have the
latest, most recent borrowings, or on constructing a corpus by hand (Slioussar and Kholodilova
2013, Magomedova and Slioussar 2017, Pertsova 2016, Dyakov 2010). The goal of the current
study is to fill this void and use computational methodology to find novel loanwords in new and
existing corpora of Russian Web data that can be used to further the theoretical research into
loanword adaptation and the constraints of the recipient language.

1.1 Related Work
There has been extensive research of loanwords in recent years. Slioussar and Kholodilova
(2013) analyzed stem-final consonant mutations in borrowed verbs and found evidence of decay
of the application of consonant alternations in these verbs. Magomedova and Slioussar (2017)
expanded on this work by adding an analysis of stem-final consonant alternations in nouns with
diminutive suffixes -ik/-ok and comparative adjectives.
Pertsova (2016) analyzed loanwords as part of a study of paradigm gaps that certain Russian
verbs exhibit in the 1st person non-past singular. While traditionally these gaps are assumed to be
lexicalized, Pertsova posited that the paradigm gaps arise from interspeaker uncertainty about
verbs that do not exhibit the same mutations expected to be found in the 1st person non-past
singular in other related inflectional and derivational forms.
Murphy (2000) conducted a study of gender assignment in indeclinable Russian nouns,
2

including loanwords. She used existing Web corpora to analyze common indeclinable nouns and
concluded that semantics of the nouns influenced gender assignment. In particular, nouns with
abstract meanings were assigned the neuter gender more often.
Janurik (2011) conducted a corpus study of Russian loanwords and found many examples of
indeclinable nouns and adjectives. He used these findings to argue for a rise of analyticity in
Russian.
Loanword identification remains a difficult, albeit relatively well-researched, problem. Several
approaches and methods have been used over the years.
Muravyev et al. (2014) used a corpus of Facebook posts by Russian-speaking users from 2006
to 2013, which was tokenized, lemmatized, tagged, and compared to the OpenCorpora dictionary 1
to find words not represented in OpenCorpora. The authors admitted that the produced corpus was
noisy due to the lemmatization issues, so they resorted to manually annotating the corpus to
produce a final dataset of 168 neologisms.
Tsvetkov et al. (2015) used a finite-state pipeline to account for possible morphological and
phonological changes that loanwords undergo during the adaptation process. The pipeline is a
sequence of unweighted rule-based transducers that first transform orthographic forms of donors
into their International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) pronunciations and then perform a series of
operations to generate multiple possible loanwords. The generated candidates are then evaluated
with a learned model.
Similarly, Fenogenova et al. (2016) create a context-dependent grammar to produce possible
Russian transliterations and transcriptions of English words, which are then evaluated against a set
of neural-network generated Russian roots to produce a final set of hypotheses. This set of

1
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loanword candidates is compared to the original English words using skip-gram and continuous
bag-of-words embeddings, and the hypothesis is considered to be proved if both occur in more
than 50% of similar contexts.
Mi et al. (2016) trained a pipeline with a recurrent neural network (RNN) to identify the
Chinese, Russian, and Arabic loanwords in Uyghur. One of the pipeline components was an
inverse language model – a combination of n-gram character language models trained on native
Uyghur data, on the one hand, and datasets of foreign borrowings, on the other hand. The inverse
language model calculated a probability that a given word was borrowed by subtracting the
probability, assigned to the word by a Uyghur n-gram LM, from the probability, assigned to the
word by an LM trained on one of the donor language datasets. The inverse LM probability is then
used as a feature for the RNN. Mi et al. (2018) tackled the same task with a bidirectional LSTMCNN model. The model is also trained using the inverse LM feature, in addition to word2vec
embeddings (Mikolov et al. 2013) and character embeddings, part-of-speech tags, and a string
similarity between the words from donor languages and corresponding loanwords, that are
converted to their IPA pronunciations.
Alvarez-Mellado (2020) used a conditional random fields (CRF) model to find novel
anglicisms in a corpus of Spanish headlines. Character trigrams, part-of-speech tags, word
embeddings and word shapes, generated by spaCy (Honnibal and Montani 2017), and boolean
features for title-case and upper-case spellings were used as features.
Loanword identification can be similar to the identification of code switching and language
identification in multilingual texts in that it aims to identify non-native words and phrases in native
contexts. Traditional linear models, like support vector machines (SVM), have been used
extensively for language identification (Kruengkrai et al., 2005, Baldwin and Lui 2010, Adouane
et al., 2016) and discrimination of cognates and borrowings (Ciobanu and Dinu 2015), with good
4

results. Medvedeva et al. (2017) tested a neural network and an SVM on a task of discriminating
closely related languages and found the SVM to be a superior model.

1.2 Current Research
The goal of this paper is to explore Russian loanwords using computational approaches. The
study is divided into two parts: the detection of novel Russian loanwords in the existing Web
corpora and the morphological analysis of the found loanwords.
First, a finite-state pipeline is trained to identify loanwords based on their orthographic and
phonetic properties. The pipeline consists of a hybrid 5-gram character language model that
encodes native Russian and loanword phonotactic properties, a pair 6-gram character language
model that predicts a possible English counterpart (hereinafter referred to as a donor) for a
loanword, and a binary classifier top that makes a final prediction. The data used for training and
evaluation of the pipeline is described in Section 2.
Second, the trained model is applied to two Web datasets and a new corpus of recent loanwords
is compiled. The first dataset is the CC-100 Russian dataset (Conneau et al., 2020, Wenzek et al.,
2020), which includes Common Crawl 2 data from January 2018 to February 2019. A second
dataset was compiled out of public Russian Twitter data that was scraped in March 2021. Given
the nature of social media, we assumed Twitter space to be conducive to wider usage of loanwords
and expected this dataset to have more novel loanwords that might have been borrowed in the last
few years. The loanwords identified in both datasets were aggregated into a new loanword corpus.
The description of the corpus and the challenges around its construction are described in Section
3.

2
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Finally, the identified novel loanwords were analyzed for their morphological properties. Two
separate studies were conducted: a study of indeclinable nouns and an analysis of stem-final
consonant alternations in borrowed verbs.
While loanwords are expected to adapt to the constraints of the recipient language (Campbell
1998), recent studies (Janurik 2011) posited that there was a growing trend in indeclinability and
analyticity of loanwords. The corpus frequencies of nouns and their oblique forms were gathered
and analyzed to see if there was evidence of indeclinability.
Recent research has found that certain borrowed verbs demonstrate the same uncertainty
around morphophonological mutations of stem-final consonants in the 1st person non-past forms
as the native verbs (Slioussar and Kholodilova 2013, Magomedova and Slioussar 2017, Pertsova
2016). A subset of the loanword corpus containing stem-changing verbs was used to analyze the
distribution of expected alternations and its relation to the verbs’ frequencies.
The morphological analysis of the identified loanwords is described in Section 4.

6

2. Loanword Detection Model
2.1 Data
The loanword detection pipeline was trained and evaluated using 4 different datasets: a Russian
dataset that consisted of native Russian words; a corpus of known Russian loanwords borrowed
from English; a donor-loan dataset that included known loanwords and their English counterparts;
and an English lexicon.

2.1.1 Native Russian Dataset
The native Russian dataset was constructed using a list of the most frequent Russian lemmas
from the Frequency Dictionary of the Modern Russian Language (Lyashevskaya and Sharov
2009). The basis for the dictionary was the Russian National Corpus (RNC 2009), which includes
92M wordforms across several annotated subcorporas, including spoken speech, dialectical,
poetry, literature, and newspaper corpora. Lyashevskaya and Sharov (2009) used an instances per
million (ipm) metric to determine frequencies of wordforms and lemmas. The list of the most
frequent Russian lemmas consists of 20,004 lemmas that range from 35,801.80 ipm for the most
frequent lemma i ‘and’ to 2.6 ipm for the least frequent lemma of the list, tseleustremlennyj
‘purposeful’ (in this paper, we use transliteration of the Russian words for the ease of
understanding). We assume this list includes few if any loanwords given the high frequency of the
included lemmas and the nature of the corpora from which the list is derived. A cursory inspection
of the list confirmed that assumption.
In addition to the list of the most frequent Russian lemmas, the native Russian dataset included
7

a list of 3,740 native Russian words from the Dictionary of Native Russian Words (Sholokhov
Moscow State University 2015). 1 Words that were already added to the native Russian dataset
from the list of the most frequent lemmas were excluded to ensure that the final dataset consisted
of unique words.

2.1.2 Loanword Dataset
The loanword dataset was constructed using academic as well as Internet resources. The
primary source was the Anglicism Dictionary (Dyakov 2010). 2 The Anglicism Dictionary includes
18,183 words borrowed from English across various domains, including sports, culture, computer
science, science, and educational domains, as well as transliterated names of well-known
companies, such as Microsoft. The loanwords represent lexical borrowings of the early 2000’s
(such as strajp ‘stripe’, geokeshing ‘geocaching’) as well as more “traditional” loanwords
borrowed during the 20th century and before (e.g., bar ‘bar’, generalizatsija ‘generalization’). The
loanword dataset also included a list of 2,437 loanwords borrowed from English, scraped from
Wiktionary (reference to website). The final dataset was deduplicated to exclude repetitions.

2.1.3 Donor-Loan Dataset
For each Russian loanword, the Anglicism Dictionary (Dyakov 2010) also provided English
words assumed to be the loanwords’ original counterparts in the donor language. These donorloan pairs were compiled into a donor-loan dataset for the training of the pair n-gram language
model (see Section 2.3).

1
2

https://studfile.net/preview/1742253/
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A cursory investigation of the compiled dataset revealed a number of spelling errors in the
provided English donor words. The errors ranged from compounding several distinct lexemes into
one (e.g., boxcutter instead of box cutter, hushbrown instead of hash brown) to misspellings (e.g.,
fasion blogger instead of fashion blogger, cel-shading instead of cell shading) and pseudoanglicisms (e.g., one-shoter instead of one shot or one-shotter). Vowel misspellings were of
particular interest since they appeared to stem from incorrect assignment of English graphs for the
vowels in question. For example, the loanword houmi ‘homie’ was assigned a word homy as its
English counterpart. While both -y and -ie English endings signify the close-mid front unrounded
vowel [e] (transliterated in Russian as the vowel -i) and, indeed, can both appear at the end of wellformed English words (e.g., indie, gory, gladly), only the latter is appropriate in this case. Another
example is the word hashbraun ‘hash brown’, which was assigned the word hushbrown as its
English counterpart. Most words are borrowed into Russian using their phonetic pronunciations,
though sometimes the word’s orthographic form is borrowed instead (e.g., revizionist ‘revisionist’
instead of the phonetic reviženist). If the loanword hashbraun was transferred phonetically, we
would expect the first vowel to be the near-open front unrounded vowel [æ], most often indicated
in Russian by the letter è (e.g., flèsh-bèk ‘flashback’). Instead, the first vowel graph in the loanword
is -a, which would signify the open front unrounded vowel [a]. So, while we know that the English
donor phrase hash brown does not include that vowel, the author’s use of the graph -u- in the
assigned English donor can be explained by the assumption of a phonetic borrowing in place of
the actual orthographic one.
The donor-loan dataset was manually checked for errors, and the errors were corrected.
According to Dyakov (2010), the Anglicism Dictionary included a number of interlingual
homonyms. For example, the halva ‘half-life’ is a homonym of a much earlier loanword halva
‘halvah’, adopted from Arabic in the 19th century (Mikhelson 1865); and tulup ‘toe loop’ is a
9

homonym of a native Russian tulup ‘sheepskin overcoat’. For this reason, the loanwords in the
donor-loan dataset were checked against the Russian dataset, and any word occurring in both
datasets was removed.
The compiled dataset contained a number of multiword expressions as either loanwords or
donors. The pairs that consisted of multiword expressions in both languages (e.g., Junjon Dzhek
‘Union Jack’) were split on space to create separate pairs and enlarge the dataset. The dataset was
then deduplicated to exclude any repetitions.

2.1.4 English Lexicon
The English lexicon was compiled from multiple previously published corpora: The Carnegie
Mellon Pronouncing Dictionary (Weide 2005), The English Lexicon Project (Balota et al. 2007),
SUBTLEX-US (Brysbaert and New 2009), UDLexicons (Sagot 2018), UniMorph (Kirov et al.
2018), all accessed using CityLex (Gorman, in preparation) 3 and WikiPron (Lee et al. 2020). The
compiled dataset was checked for non-English words, and words containing non-English
characters were removed. The complete corpus includes 261,631 words.

2.1.5 Data Preparation
The datasets were preprocessed before training the model. First, in order to enforce the
uniqueness of the datasets, the Russian and the loanword datasets were deduplicated to exclude
any words that occurred in both datasets. This was also a way to ensure that the native Russian
dataset did not contain any known loanwords. Then, each word in the dataset was lowercased.

3
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An important part of preprocessing was merging the letter jo (ё) with the letter e in all Russian
words. The letter jo is different from the letter e, both graphically and phonetically: jo corresponds
to the close-mid central rounded vowel [ɵ], that typically occurs in stressed positions after a
palatalized consonant (e.g., berjoza ‘birch’, mjod ‘honey’), while e represents the open mid-front
unrounded vowel [ɛ] (e.g., sest’ ‘sit’). The former alternates with the latter in unstressed positions,
and the diaresis is used for the sole purpose of distinguishing the letters. Yet, the letter e is
commonly written in place of yo in official documents, newspapers and magazines, social media,
and informal writing (Eskova 2008). For this reason, the letter yo was merged with the letter e in
all Russian words in both Russian datasets. 4
The final datasets were used to train and evaluate the finite-state pipeline, though different
components of the model used different datasets. The Russian and loanword datasets were each
split randomly into training (80%), development (10%), and test (10%) sets, which were then used
to train and evaluate the Hybrid-LM component of the pipeline. The split datasets were also
merged to produce combined training, development, and test sets, respectively, which were used
to train the binary classifier head of the pipeline. The donor-loan dataset was also split randomly
into training (90%) and test (10%) sets to train the Pair-LM component of the pipeline. The final
breakdown of the datasets is provided in Table 1. The English lexicon set was used for feature
extraction for the classifier head of the pipeline.

This substitution affected only the training of the model. While the model was agnostic about the difference between
jo and e and the same modification was applied before generating the model’s prediction during the compilation of
the corpus, the original (unchanged) wordform was saved, thus preserving the actual spelling for the new loanword
corpus (Section 3).

4
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Table 1. Datasets.

2.2 Model
The model is a finite-state pipeline that consists of several components: a hybrid language
model (Hybrid-LM) that gives a probability that a given word is a loanword; a pair n-gram
language model (Pair-LM) that predicts a possible English donor for a given Russian word; and a
binary classifier head that uses the output of the previous two components, in addition to other
features, to make a final prediction.

Figure 1. Model architecture.

2.2.1 Hybrid LM
Phonotactics are the principles that govern sequences of phonemes in a language, and different
languages are expected to have different sequences of phonemes and different phonotactic rules
that govern them. As such, phonotactics can be helpful in identifying languages. Though
12

loanwords are traditionally assumed to adapt to or accommodate the phonological patterns of the
recipient language (Campbell 1998), these processes are not universal. Sometimes, loanwords do
not conform to the phonotactic constraints of the recipient language (Davidson and Noyer 1997,
Gorman 2013: 5-6). For example, Russian phonotactics do not allow sequences of two or more
vowels (Rosental et al., 2002), but borrowings from English routinely violate this constraint by
preserving sequences of vowels. This is evident, for instance, in borrowings of English words that
contain the voiced labial-velar approximant [w], which does not have an equivalent in Russian and
is often approximated by the close back rounded vowel [u]. The loanwords containing this
approximation end up with a sequence of vowels that is not allowed by the Russian phonotactics
(Timofeeva 1995). Examples of such are words are hajuèj ‘highway’, uik-end ‘weekend’, uajt
‘white’, Uotergejt ‘Watergate’.
Language models have been successfully used to encode phonotactic properties of a language
and identify languages based on these encoded properties (Zissman 1996, Li and Ma 2005). It is
generally agreed that Russian has a relatively transparent writing system that approximates
phonemic forms reasonably well, so one can assume that a language model trained on written
Russian text will be able to capture the phonotactic rules of the language. On the other hand, given
the discussion above, we can assume recent loanwords to preserve the phonotactics of the donor
language and that a language model trained on a corpus of loanwords can learn the phonotactic
distribution of the donor language.
Following Mi et al (2016) and Mi et al (2018), one of the components of the pipeline is a hybrid
language model, Hybrid-LM. It is a finite-state pipeline that combines 2 n-gram language models:
a language model, trained on the loanword dataset (Borrowed-LM) and a language model trained
on the Russian dataset (Native-LM). Each LM is a character n-gram model that assigns
probabilities to sequences of characters based on their probability distribution in the provided
13

corpus. The output of the Hybrid-LM pipeline is the log odds ratio of the probabilities assigned to
a word by the Borrowed-LM and the Native-LM. The final formula is as follows:

PH-LM = log PB-LM (w) – log PN-LM (w),

(1)

where w is a word, PH-LM is the Hybrid-LM probability, log PB-LM is the log probability of the
Borrowed-LM, and log PN-LM is the log probability of the Native-LM. Since we operate in the
negative log space, smaller PH-LM probability results in a higher probability that a word w is a
loanword.
The Hybrid-LM pipeline was trained using the OpenGrm-NGram library (Roark et al., 2012).
The resulting LMs were encoded as weighted finite-state transducers (WFST) using Pynini
(Gorman 2016).
An ablation study was conducted to determine the best LM configuration. Models of 2- to 6gram orders were trained using Kneser-Ney smoothing (Ney et al. 1994) and Witten-Bell
smoothing and relative entropy pruning (Stolcke 1998) to 100,000 n-grams. These models were
trained on the training set and evaluated on the development set. To evaluate the accuracy of the
models, each word was assigned a log probability by the Hybrid-LM, and the following decision
rule was used to determine if the word was predicted to be a loanword:

(2)
where y is the predicted label, PH-LM is the probability assigned by the Hybrid-LM. The label of 1
is the true positive and signifies a loanword. Since the PH-LM is a log odds ratio between the
prediction of the Borrowed-LM and the Native-LM, loanwords are expected to have negative log
odds ratios.
14

The results of the ablation study are provided in Table 2. Overall, there was a noticeable
increase in F-1 score from 2-gram to 5-gram models, with a slight drop in F-1 score for 6-gram
models. Pruning did not seem to have any effect on 2- to 5-gram LMs, most likely due to the small
number of lower-order n-gram. Pruning the 6-gram model trained with Kneser-Ney smoothing led
to a slight increase in F-1 score and precision, while the opposite was true for the 6-gram model
trained with Witten-Bell smoothing that saw a drop in F-1 score of almost 9 points and an even
bigger drop in precision.
The best results were achieved by a 5-gram model trained with Kneser-Ney smoothing. This
configuration was used in the loanword detection pipeline, for which the Hybrid-LM was retrained
on the training and development sets.

Table 2. Results of the Hybrid-LM ablation study. (P) denotes results of a pruned model, (K-N) denotes models
trained with Kneser-Ney smoothing, (W-B) models with Witten-Bell smoothing.

2.2.2 Pair-LM
Pair n-gram language models have been proved successful in several areas, such as graphemeto-phoneme conversion (Bisani and Ney, 2008, Novak et al., 2016, Lee et al., 2020), transliteration
15

(Hellsten et al., 2017) and abbreviation expansion (Roark and Sproat, 2014, Gorman et al., in
press). Pair n-gram models are joint character language models over input/output pairs that are
aligned during training. The aligned character pairs are used to train an n-gram character language
model, with the input and the output forming a single n-gram. In the case of loanword conversion,
this architecture can be used to convert English donors into Russian loanwords, where the donors
are the input and the loanwords are the output.

Figure 2. Example of character alignment for the donor-loanword pair: ENJOY: ЭНДЖОЙ.

The Pair-LM is trained in two stages. First, it uses an expectation maximization algorithm
(Dempster et al. 1977) to align the characters of the donors to the characters of the loanwords
(Novak et al., 2016). An example of the alignment is provided in Figure 2. These alignments are
then used as a single input to a character n-gram language model, trained to predict probability
distributions of the alignments (Novak et al., 2016).
The model was trained on the training set of the donor-loan dataset using the OpenGrm-NGram
library. The alignment was trained using the Lee et al. (2020) implementation of the Baum-Welch
maximization algorithm and the OpenGrm-BaumWelch library. The aligned FSTs were used to
train n-gram pair LMs, with the n-gram order ranging from 3 to 8. The Pair-LMs were trained
using Kneser-Ney smoothing and shrunk to 100,000 n-grams with relative entropy pruning. The
resulting models were encoded as WFSTs using Pynini.
The Pair-LMs were evaluated on the dev set of the donor-loan dataset. Using Pynini, each word
16

in the test set was encoded as an acceptor, which was then composed with a trained RussianEnglish WFST that maps Russian loanwords to their English donors. The result is a weighted
lattice, the shortest path through which returns a string with the highest probability of the aligned
characters. This predicted donor is then compared to the gold test data, and a character-level edit
distance is computed to compute word error rate (WER) and evaluate the prediction. The model’s
WER is an average word error rate over all words in the test set. In addition, the cost of the shortest
path is also extracted. Since the cost is a negative log joint probability, the most probable path will
also have the lowest cost, so better models are expected to have lower costs.
Table 3. Pair-LM test results. The word error rate (WER) is calculated per 100 words.

The test results are provided in Table 3. There is a considerable improvement in accuracy when
the n-gram order is increased from a trigram to a 6-gram, which is expected for higher-order
models. At the same time, there is a slight drop in accuracy in the 7-gram and 8-gram models. One
potential explanation for this might be the interaction of Kneser-Ney smoothing and relative
entropy pruning, a combination of which was shown to negatively affect the accuracy of heavily
pruned language models (Chelba et al. 2010). The 6-gram LM has the lowest WER and the lowest
average cost, so this configuration was used in the loanword detection pipeline.

2.2.3 Binary Classifier
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The head of the loanword detection pipeline is a supervised binary classifier. Three different
models were evaluated using the features determined during the ablation study: a logistic
regression, a support vector machine (SVM), and a feed-forward neural network (FFNN). All three
models were trained and evaluated using Scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al. 2011).

2.2.3.1 Models
Three model architectures were trained and evaluated: a logistic regression, a support vector
machine, and a feed-forward neural network.

Logistic Regression
Logistic Regression is a probabilistic linear classifier that determines probability distribution
of the input using the model’s parameters. The logistic regression uses a logistic function to map
the input to a value between 0 and 1, thus assigning probabilities to a set of classes. The final
prediction is made using a decision rule that assigns a class if the predicted probability of the input
is above a certain threshold.
The logistic regression model is trained using stochastic gradient descent (Zhang 2004) and
the following hyperparameters found during a grid search: L1 regularization, an adaptive learning
rate with the initial learning rate of .001, and α = .01.

Support Vector Machine
An SVM (Cortes and Vapnik 1995) is a non-probabilistic linear classifier that is widely used
in the field of computational linguistics and natural language processing and has been shown that
it generally outperforms other linear classifiers (Kummerfeld et al. 2015). An SVM is trained to
maximize the margin between data points nearest to the decision boundary, and though not
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probabilistic, it has been shown to be highly effective.
Similarly to the logistic regression model, the SVM is trained using stochastic gradient descent
and the following hyperparameters determined during a grid search: L1 regularization, an adaptive
learning rate with the initial learning rate of .001, and α = .01.

Feed-Forward Neural Network
Feed-forward neural networks (FFNN), sometimes called a multi-layer perceptron (MLP),
consist of multiple hidden layers that process the input by applying a nonlinear activation function.
The output of each hidden layer is without cycles to the next one, and the output of the final hidden
layer is passed through a classifier head. For binary classification problems, the output is passed
through a softmax function to make a final prediction.
For this study, the FFNN was implemented using the MLPClassifier 5 from Scikit-learn.
Each hidden layer has 100 hidden units. The model is trained using the following hyperparameters
determined by a grid search: Tahn activation function, a constant learning rate, α = .1, and the
Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba 2014).

Baseline
The baseline is established by a logistic regression classifier that takes as an input only the
probability assigned to the input by the Hybrid-LM. The baseline is trained on the training and
development set and evaluated on the test set.

2.2.3.2 Features

5 https://scikitlearn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.neural_network.MLPClassifier.html
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An ablation study was conducted in order to determine the best features. The Hybrid-LM
probability was considered a base feature (used to train the baseline). The output of the Pair-LM
was converted to two features: the cost of the shortest path and a predicted English donor, encoded
using one-hot encoding. In addition, English words predicted by the Pair-LM were checked against
the English lexicon, and a boolean feature was added to indicate whether or not the predicted donor
word was present in the English lexicon.
Compounding is one of derivational processes attested for loanwords (Shisholina 2016), and
11% of words in the training set were hyphenated compounds (e.g., èvent-èkshn ‘event action’,
indi-èlektronika ‘indie electronics’), out of which 95% were loanwords. To capture this
phenomenon, a hyphen feature was added using one-hot encoding.
The features tested during the ablation study also included the word’s length, part-of-speech
tag, character bigrams, and word embeddings. Word embeddings are learned representations of
words that are assumed to convey semantic representations of encoded words. The inclusion of
word embeddings into the feature set allowed us to make predictions based on semantic properties
of words in addition to their phonotactic and lexical properties encoded by the Hybrid-LM and
Pair-LM, respectively. Two different types of pre-trained word embeddings were tested:
RusVectores distributional embeddings (Kutuzov et al. 2017) trained on the Tayga corpus
(Shavrina and Shapovalova 2017) using skip-gram (Mikolov et al. 2013), and fastText sub-word
embeddings (Grave et al. 2018) pre-trained on the Common Crawl and Wikipedia data using
fastText (Bojanowski et al. 2017).
During the ablation study, the models were trained on the training set and evaluated on the
development set.
The results are provided in Table 4. While the model that uses only the outputs of the HybridLM and the Pair-LM had the highest recall for loanwords, it also had one of the lowest precision
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scores for loanwords. The combination of the Hybrid-LM and the Pair-LM output with the lexicon,
length, hyphen, and part-of-speech features together with RusVectores embeddings achieved the
best precision for loanwords but did not perform as well in terms of recall. The addition of bigrams
seemed to only hurt the performance of the model, possibly because it resulted in a much larger
feature set. Out of the two types of word embeddings used, RusVectores overall perform better
than fastText.

Table 4. Results of the binary classifier ablation study.

The ablation study helped determine the best set of features for the binary classifier. The full
feature template is provided in Table 5.
Table 5. Feature template for the binary classifier.
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2.2.3.3 Evaluation
The grid search for all three models was performed using the development set. The classifiers
were trained on the training and development set and evaluated on the test. The test results are
provided in Table 6.

Table 6. Test results of the binary classifiers.

The FFNN model achieved the highest precision score out of the three models, though the
SVM model outperformed both the logistic regression and the FFNN model in terms of F-1 score
and recall. All three models outperform the baseline logistic regression model, which achieved a
high precision score but also the lowest recall score.
These results are not surprising, Though FFNNs are generally very effective, they have been
shown before to be outperformed by sparse linear models like SVMs (Jenkins et al. 2019).
Medvedeva et al. (2017) have also found that SVM outperforms neural networks on the task of
language identification, which can be viewed as similar to the present study.
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3. New Loanword Corpus
In addition to determining the best model architecture for loanword detection, the goal of the
present study was to find and analyze recent loanwords. For this purpose, we applied the trained
model to two large Web corpora of the Russian language and constructed a novel corpus of recent
Russian borrowings.

3.1 Data
The novel loanword corpus was constructed using the following data. The first dataset is the
CC-100 Russian dataset (Conneau et al., 2020, Wenzek et al., 2020), which consists of 101B
Russian tokens. This corpus was constructed from Common Crawl snapshots from January 2018
to February 2019. In addition to its size, this corpus has the advantage of consisting of recent texts
and web posts that have a greater chance of containing recent and novel loanwords.
The second dataset was constructed from Twitter data using twint, 1 a python Twitter
scraping library. The data for the Twitter corpus was scraped from Twitter accounts in five major
Russian cities between March 20 and March 24, 2021. The cities were Moscow, Kazan,
Ekaterinburg, Saint Petersburg, and Novosibirsk. The geocoding feature and the coordinates of the
cities’ centers were used to specify the cities, and the language of the tweets was set to Russian.
The scraped data was then deduplicated to exclude repeats. The final Twitter dataset contains
103,632,816 tokens.
Both datasets were tokenized and tagged with a morphological analyzer UDPipe v.1 (Straka et

1

https://github.com/twintproject/twint
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al. 2016). 2

3.2 Corpus Creation
The tokenized and tagged CC-100 and Twitter corpora were processed with the trained
loanword detection model. Given the size of the corpora and the time constraint, processing the
entire data posed a certain challenge. In order to speed the processing up, we decided to first run
the model on the Russian dataset, which was composed of the most frequent Russian lemmas. The
generated predictions were saved, and the lemmas were excluded from the subsequent run.
The wordforms and lemmas of the predicted loanwords were aggregated in a corpus. This first
version of the corpus contained 560,951 lemmas and 735,023 wordforms. However, due to the
model’s errors and the noise in the corpora, the loanword corpus ended up with a certain degree of
noise. A number of steps were taken to reduce the noise.
First, lemmas for which the Pair-LM did not predict an English donor word or for which the
predicted donor was not found in the English lexicon were excluded from the loanword corpus,
for obvious reasons.
Secondly, each lemma was checked against the Russian sub-corpus of the 2009 Google Books
N-gram Corpus (Michel et al. 2010), which contained n-gram distributions for words found in
digitized Russian books from 1800 to 2009; the New Explanatory and Derivational Dictionary of
the Russian Language (Efremova 2000), which contained 140,000 Russian lemmas; Wiktionary
lists of common male names 3 and female names, 4 and a list of major cities. 5 This helped remove
proper names and well-established loanwords, that are out of scope of this work, as well as words
erroneously predicted by the model to be borrowed.
2
3
4
5

https://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/udpipe/1
https://ru.wiktionary.org/wiki/Категория:Мужские_имена/ru
https://ru.wiktionary.org/wiki/Категория:Женские_имена/ru
https://ru.wikinews.org/wiki/Категория:Города_по_алфавиту
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Compounding is a well-established means of deriving new words, and it is particularly
applicable to Russian loanwords. Loanword compounds can be full loanwords, both parts of which
are transferred from the donor language (e.g., kontent-provajder ‘content provider’, kontrol-frik
‘control freak’), and loanblends (Haugen 1950), which consist of a borrowed part and a native part
(e.g., smart-musorka ‘smart trash can’, vip-igrok ‘VIP player’). While there are a lot of wellformed loanblends and loanword compounds in the loanwords corpus, the detection model turned
out to be quite sensitive to hyphenated words (due to the hyphen feature) and picked up many nonborrowed words that were split with a hyphen at the end of a line (hard hyphenation) or abbreviated
with a hyphen (e.g. kol-vo, an abbreviated form of količestvo ‘quantity’; gr-na, an abbreviated
form of graždanina ‘citizen’). As a solution, we kept only compounds, both parts of which were
predicted to have a well-formed English donor, in case of loanword compounds, or those, one part
of which was predicted to have an English donor and the other part was found in the Derivational
Dictionary of the Russian Language (Efremova 2000), in case of loanblends. All other compounds
were removed from the corpus.
Lastly, a significant source of noise in the corpus was incorrect lemmatization or part-ofspeech tag. This was not entirely unexpected since we are dealing with very low-frequency words
that might have unattested declensions or character sequences and lexeme ends that do not conform
to the Russian language constraints. In fact, Muravyev et al. (2014) reported that they struggled
with the same issue and had to resort to manual annotation of their corpus. For this study, we were
specifically interested in computational approaches to such problems, so a decision was made to
use the intersection of several existing methods to arrive at the most likely result. The initial
tagging and lemmatization of the CC-100 and Twitter corpora were performed with UDPipe 1.
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Then, each word in the corpus was re-lemmatized using pymystem3, 6 a Python wrapper around
the Russian morphological analyzer Mystem (Segalovich 2003). A cursory comparison of lemmas
produced by UDPipe 1 and Mystem revealed that Mystem achieves a slightly better accuracy on
lemmatization. For example, the correct lemma of the noun gjorl-skautov ‘girl scouts’ (gen., plural,
masc.) is giorl-skaut ‘girl scout’ (nom., sing., masc.). While UDPipe correctly identified the
morphological features of the word, it incorrectly lemmatized it to gjorl-skautov; Mystem
produced a correct lemma. Another example is the verb form kambeknemsja ‘we will come back’
(1st plural non-past). UDPipe again identified all the features correctly but produced an ill-formed
lemma kambeknt’sja; Mystem returns the correct lemma kambeknut’sja ‘to come back’.
In addition, the newly lemmatized words were re-tagged with spaCy 7 (Honnibal and Montani
2017). Finally, words for which the two systems predicted different part-of-speech tags were
removed, and only those at the intersection of the two approaches remained in the corpus. Using
an intersection of these results allowed us not to rely on the accuracy of any particular model and,
hopefully, minimize the error rate, though further analysis might be required to confirm which of
the approaches is better.
The final corpus breakdown is provided in Table 7.

6
7

https://github.com/nlpub/pymystem3
https://spacy.io
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Table 7. Corpus breakdown per part of speech.

3.3. Corpus Release
The new corpus is released for general use with the hope of helping to advance future research
into loanwords, language constraints and language change. The corpus is released in two parts.
First, the loanword lemmas, wordforms, and their morphological features predicted by UDPipe
are released as part of RusLex, 8 a database of general Russian lexicon. RusLex is inspired by
CityLex (Gorman, in press), an English lexicon database that combines data from various sources
and includes frequency norms, morphological analyses, and pronunciations. Similarly to CityLex,
RusLex combines data from various sources, including WikiPron, UniMorph, Apertium (Forcada
et al., 2011), 9 and GiellaLT (Moshagen et al., 2013) 10 and includes lemmas, wordforms,
morphological features and pronunciation segments. To accommodate loanwords, a new donor
word attribute is added to the database structure. The database is created using Google protocol
buffers, 11 which allows for compact storage and ease of access both in binary and human-readable
form.
Secondly, we also release LoanCon – a database of loanwords in context. 12 It includes
sentences in which the loanwords have been found, and the identified loanwords and their

https://github.com/undrits/ruslex
https://github.com/apertium/apertium-rus
10 https://github.com/giellalt/lang-rus
11 https://developers.google.com/protocol-buffers
12 https://github.com/undrits/loancon
8
9
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predicted donors per each sentence. We hope that this database will shed new light on the
contextual distribution of novel loanwords, as well as stimulate future research on loanword
detection.
A small subset of the corpus containing loanwords and their predicted English donor words is
provided in the Appendix.
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4. Loanword Analysis
Russian has a rich inflectional morphology, and most parts of speech are characterized by
inflectional paradigms that are evidenced by morphological suffixes and stem changes. However,
there are exceptions. Some Russian nouns do not decline, for instance, while certain Russian verbs
are considered defective because they lack 1st person non-past singular forms. When adopted into
the recipient language, loanwords undergo certain changes to conform to the rules of the recipient
language (Campbell 1998) and can thus be used to study these rules. This section describes how
the compiled corpus of novel loanwords can be used to study noun indeclinability and stem-end
changes in defective Russian verbs.

4.1. Indeclinability of Borrowed Nouns
Most Russian nouns decline by grammatical gender (masculine, feminine, and neuter), by case
(nominative, genitive, dative, accusative, instrumental, locative), and by number (singular, plural).
However, there are also a number of indeclinable nouns, i.e., the nouns that do not inflect according
to the aforementioned rules and do not undergo the expected morphological changes. For example,
the metro ‘subway’ does not decline and has the same surface form in all cases, as can be seen in
the following sentences:
(2) U
By

vhoda

v

entrance-GEN into

metro

sobralas’

subway-ACC gathered

‘A crowd gathered by the subway entrance.’
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tolpa.
crowd-NOM.

(3)

Nju-jorkskoe metro
New York

hodit kruglosutočno.

subway-NOM goes

round the clock.

‘New York subway is open 24/7.’
Historically the number of indeclinable nouns has been small; for instance, Graudina et al.
(1976) cites only 300 indeclinable words in everyday use. However, their number has dramatically
increased in the recent decades (Murphy 2000). Most linguists consider the Russian indeclinables
to be foreign borrowings (Murphy 2000, Stankiewicz 1968b), so the increase in their numbers
seems to correlate with the growing number of new loanwords (Sagalova 1997, Ryazanova-Clarke
and Wade 1999, Murphy 2000).
On the other hand, the question of how often loanwords forgo declension is a somewhat
undecided question. While the traditional view assumes that most loanwords do decline (Brejter
1996), some recent studies have posited that the overall number of indeclinable loanwords is
increasing, leading a growing trend toward analyticity, i.e., a decreasing reliance on inflectional
morphology to convey syntactic and semantic relations between words (Janurik 2011). As part of
the present study, we used the corpus of novel loanwords to analyze the indeclinability statistics
of novel borrowed nouns.
Out of all the nouns in the loanword corpus, 14,121 nouns had only one surface form. A sample
set of such nouns are provided below, with absolute frequencies given in parenthesis:
a. adžiliti ‘agility’ (3078), lakšeri ‘luxury’ (2628), gejms ‘games’ (438), ajlenders ‘islanders’
(357), redi-mejd ‘ready-made’ (112), redempšn ‘redemption’ (111), agress ‘aggressivity’
(85), aviejšn ‘aviation’ (68), aktivitis ‘activities’ (66), hedz ‘heads’ (49), hejlo ‘halo’ (34),
absoljušn ‘absolution’ (30), bekkantri ‘back country’ (29), stèjpls ‘staples’ (15), mènners
‘manners’ (15), generejšn ‘generation’ (14), trèvèlers ‘travelers’ (13), mèdness ‘madness’
(13), afterpati ‘afterparty’ (9), avtofikšn ‘autofiction’ (7), revižin ‘revision’ (6), airlajns
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‘airlines’ (6), admišn ‘admission’ (5), estimejt ‘estimate’ (4), addikšn ‘addiction’ (4),
advizori ‘advisory’ (2), indaldžens ‘indulgence’ (1), gipertenšn ‘hypertension’ (1),
insajdšou ‘inside show’ (1).
While indeclinable nouns are not supposed to decline, that is not to say that there do not exist
inflected forms of indeclinable nouns. In fact, even well-established indeclinable nouns like kafe
‘cafe’ or pal’to ‘overcoat’ are sometimes inflected in everyday speech (Murphy 2000), e.g. kafej,
dat. plur. of ‘cafes’, or pal’tov/pal’tej, gen. plur. of ‘overcoats’. Therefore, we can suppose that
indeclinable loanwords in the corpus will have oblique forms, but their frequency will be much
lower than the expected frequency for such oblique forms for declinable nouns. For example, the
frequency of the oblique forms of the word kafe ‘cafe’ would be much lower than the frequency
of the oblique forms of the declinable word čaška ‘cup’. The difference in such frequencies can be
measured as a divergence from the expected frequency, 1 with the expectation that oblique forms
of indeclinable nouns will have a much larger negative deviation from their expected frequency
than those of declinable nouns.
The divergence from the expected frequency is calculated in the following way. The expected
probability of an oblique form of a lemma can be calculated as a product of the probability of the
lemma and the probability of the noun features of that oblique form. Then, the divergence from
the expected probability is the difference between the actual probability of an oblique form and its
expected probability. The absolute divergence can be calculated as shown in (3).
Dobl = Pobl – Pl * Pf,

(3)

where Dobl is the divergence metric, Pobl is the log probability of an oblique form, Pl is the
probability of the lemma, and Pf is the expected probability of the oblique form.

1

This metric was kindly proposed by Kyle Gorman.
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Considering the expected low frequency of novel loanwords in the Web corpora, we estimated
the probabilities as negative log probabilities, so the final divergence value was calculated as a log
odds ratio, shown in (4).
Lobl = log Pobl – ( log Pl + log Pf ),

(4)

where Lobl is the log divergence, log Pobl is the actual log probability of an oblique form, log Pl is
the log probability of the lemma, and log Pf is the expected log probability of the oblique form.
The lemma, noun features, and oblique probabilities are determined using the maximum likelihood
estimation (MLE) from the CC-100 and Twitter corpora.
The divergence metric was used to compare the distribution of nouns in the loanword corpus
to the distribution of native Russian nouns. The probability divergence for loanword nouns had a
mean of −1.52 (s = 1.51). The probability divergence of native Russian nouns had a mean of −1.43
(s = 1.31). As seen in Figure 3, the divergence distribution of both the loanword and the native
Russian nouns is normal and slightly left-skewed.

Figure 3. Divergence from the expected oblique frequencies.
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Therefore, we do not observe a significant difference between the oblique probability
divergence distribution between the native Russian words and loanwords. Given that the majority
of Russian nouns are declinable, the majority of novel loanwords appear to be declinable too.
The divergence metric was also used to test a hypothesis that the frequency of oblique forms
is correlated with the frequency of the lemmas. The log probability of borrowed noun lemmas was
compared to the oblique probability divergence metric. The two-sided, two-sample unequalvariance Welch t-test (test statistic t = 1782, d.f. = 90592, 95% CI: −21.686, −21.639, x̄ = −1.52,
ȳ = 20.15) was significant at α = .01 (p < .001), showing that the lemma log probability and the
oblique probability divergence were significantly different. At the same time, the divergence
metric appears to be negatively correlated with the lemma log probability (Figure 4), which was
confirmed by Pearson's product-moment correlation test (r = −.88, p < .001). This shows that the
divergence from the expected oblique probability is lower for more frequent lemmas.

Figure 4. Correlation between the oblique frequency divergence metric and the log probability of the lemma.

In view of these findings, we cannot yet reject the null hypothesis that the novel loanwords are
not much more indeclinable than the native Russian words. Future statistical analysis of the
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empirical distributions of the English loanwords and native Russian words may be required to
confirm this conclusion.

4.2 Stem-Final Alternations in Borrowed Verbs
Stem-final alternations are mutations in stem-final consonants that occur due to palatalization
in verbs, comparative nouns, and certain nouns. These alternations affect stems that end in dental
obstruents (-d, -t, -z, -s), obstruent clusters (-st, -kt, -gt, -sk), and bilabials (-b, -p, -m, -v). In verbs,
they happen in the 1st person non-past singular (henceforth, 1SG) and in past participles. While
these mutations are not limited to verbs and are attributed to historic morphophonological changes
(Slioussar and Kholodilova 2013), there are certain verbs that show underapplication of the
expected alternation in the 1SG forms. This is evident in the gaps in inflectional paradigms of such
verbs due to the lack of established 1SG forms. For example, the stem-final dental plosive -d in
the verb ubedit’ ‘convince’ is supposed to change to a palatal fricative -ž in the 1SG and produce
the form ubežu ‘I convince’; however, this verb does not have an established 1SG form, and
speakers either circumvent the 1SG form altogether, use the expected alternation to produce ubežu
or forgo the alteration altogether and use a palatalized plosive in ubedju. Speakers might also
decide to produce other verb forms, for example, ones that add the alternation to the stem-final
consonant instead of replacing (e.g., ubeždu), as was shown by Slioussar and Kholodilova (2013);
such forms are out of the scope of the present study.
These paradigm gaps can happen in standard verbs, like the example given above, and in nonstandard speech, including loanwords. Recent studies found that borrowed verbs exhibit the same
uncertainty in the application of the expected alternations, particularly in the verbs with stem-final
dental consonants (Slioussar and Kholodilova 2013, Magomedova and Slioussar 2017) and the
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obstruent cluster -st (Pertsova 2016). While the cause of these paradigm gaps is still a matter of
discussion, with views ranging from proposals that these gaps are lexicalized (Graudina et al.,
1976) to arguments that the gaps are related to the absence of alternations in other inflectional
and/or derivational forms (Pertsova 2016), some general trends have been observed. Slioussar and
Kholodilova (2013) investigated non-standard verbs, including loanwords, and found that less
frequent verbs and non-standard verbs lack alterations more often. Pertsova (2016) observed that
verbs exhibited paradigm gaps if their stems lacked alterations in other inflectional verb forms and
derived imperfectives.
Recent research on stem-final alternations in verbs relied on limited corpora, manually
constructed from web searches and dictionaries. The novel corpus of recent loanwords allows us
to investigate this matter on a larger scale. A set of borrowed verbs that were expected to contain
stem-end alternations was extracted from the corpus for analysis. Given the discussion above, the
analysis was limited to stems ending in dental consonants and the obstruent cluster -st, and the
goal was to investigate the application of the expected alternations of these consonants. The
alternations and the examples of verbs with expected alternations are shown in Table 8.

Table 8. Expected stem-final alterations.

In total, 359 verbs with stems ending in dental consonants or the obstruent cluster -st were
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found, including the following novel verbs:
a. kros(s)postit’ ‘to cross-post’, assistit’ ‘to assist’, bleklistit’ ‘to blacklist’, dablpostit’ ‘to
double post’, repostit’ ‘to repost’, dastit’ ‘to dust’, kvestit’ ‘to go on a quest’, persistit’ ‘to
persist’, prostestit’ ‘to protest’, rezistit’ ‘to resist’, teskstit’ ‘to text’, hostit’ ‘to host’,
sekstit’ ‘to sext’, zatestit ‘to test (PFV)’, bustit’ ‘to boost’;
b. bildit’ ‘to build’, brendit’ ‘to brand’, gajdit’ ‘to guide’, daungrejdit’ ‘to downgrade’,
grindit’ ‘to grind’, detektit’ ‘to detect’, bindit’ ‘to bind’, zabindit’ ‘to bind (PFV)’,
kraudfandit’ ‘to crowdfund’, inl(j)udit’ ‘to include’, pokodit’ ‘to code for a little while’,
rebrendit’ ‘to rebrand’, refandit’ ‘to refund’, slajdit’ ‘to slide’, suspendit’ ‘to suspend’,
foldit’ ‘to fold’, frirajdit’ ‘to have something for free’, šredit’ ‘to shred’, holdit’ ‘to hold’;
c. autit’ ‘to out someone’, bagreportit’ ‘to report a bug’, batthertit’ ‘to be offended (butthurt), brutit’ ‘to do something with brute force’, vanšotit’ ‘to kill an enemy or a boss with
one shot’, daunšiftit’ ‘to downshift’, depozitit’ ‘to deposit’, donatit’ ‘to donate’, draftit’ ‘to
draft’, driftit’ ‘to drift’, invajtit’ ‘to invite’, komfortit’ ‘to comfort’, konnektit’ ‘to connect’,
kraftit’ ‘to craft’, kontribjutit’ ‘to contribute’, mjutit’ ‘to mute’, perfektit’ ‘to perfect’,
rebutit’ ‘to reboot’, redirektit’ ‘to redirect’, reportit’ ‘to report’, rerajtit’ ‘to rewrite’,
retvitit’ ‘to retweet’, sabmitit’ ‘to submit’, skvirtit’ ‘to squirt’, skrinshotit’ ‘to take a
screenshot’, tvitit’ ‘to tweet’, floatit’ ‘to float’, hantit’ ‘to hunt’, hejtit’ ‘to hate’, šortit’ ‘to
sell short’, èksplojtit’ ‘to exploit’;
d. zarelizit’ ‘to release (PFV)’, relizit’ ‘to release’, kruizit’ ‘to go on a cruise; to cruise’, frizit’
‘to freeze’, resajzit’ ‘to resize’;
e. autsorsit’ ‘to outsource’, balansit’ ‘to balance’, bitboksit’ ‘to beatbox’, brutforsit’ ‘to use
brute force to do something’, dènsit’ ‘to dance’, kraudsorcit’ ‘to crowdsource’, naparsit’
‘to parse (PFV)’, parsit’ ‘to parse’, prajsit’ ‘to price’, reversit’ ‘to reverse’, romansit’ ‘to
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romance’, seksit’sja ‘to sext one another’, slajsit’ ‘to slice’, tosit’ ‘to toss’, fiksit’ ‘to fix’,
pofiksit’ ‘to fix for a little while’, fleksit’ ‘to flex’, forsit’ ‘to force’, frilansit’ ‘to freelance’,
haras(s)it’ ‘to harass’, èmbossit’ ‘to emboss’, ènforsit’ ‘to enforce’, trejsit’ ‘to trace’.

Out of this set, 257 verbs were found to have 1SG forms in the corpus. These verb forms
included forms that produced the expected alterations, forms that did not produce an alteration,
and forms that produce unattested alterations. For example, for the verb donatit’ ‘to donate’, the
corpus contained the 1SG form donaču ‘I donate’ with the expected alteration of the dental plosive
-t to a palatal fricative -č, but also a 1SG form donatju without any alteration and a form donatču
with the expected alteration that was added, rather than substituted for, to the stem-final dental.
The 1SG form with the expecgted alteration was the most frequent, produced for 94.92% of all
1SG forms.
Previous studies have found a correlation between the frequency of stem-changing verbs and
the application of the expected alterations (Slioussar and Kholodilova 2013, Magomedova and
Slioussar 2017). This study compared the frequency of the novel borrowed verbs with the
proportion of the 1SG forms with the expected alterations out of all 1SG forms found. Since the
verbs in question are novel loanwords, their frequency in the corpus was quite low, with the mean
log frequency at 17.10 (s = 2.05). As seen in Figure 5, the verbs with stems ending in dental
consonants do not show any correlation between the application of the 1SG alternation and the log
frequency of the verb. Pearson’s product-moment correlation test was conducted for each stemfinal consonant group, and the test was significant only for the verbs ending in the dental fricative
-s (p = .014, r = −.40), showing slight negative correlation with the log frequency of the verbs,
though the r value is not large enough to show definitive correlation. Figure 5 (bottom right figure)
shows that while there are a few outliers with 100% 1SG showing the expected mutation, the
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majority of the -s verbs appear without mutations in the 1SG. The correlation test was insignificant
for all other verb groups.

Figure 5. Proportions of 1SG verb forms with expected dental alternations (x-axis) and verb log frequencies (y-axis).

Pertsova (2016) argued that the 1SG gaps are related to the absence of the expected alterations
in other inflected and/or derivational forms of the affected verbs. In addition to the 1SG forms, the
alterations are expected to appear in past passive participles. For example, for the verb hejtit’ ‘to
hate’, the expected alternation of the dental plosive -t to the palatal fricative -č is expected appear
in the 1SG hejču ‘I hate’ and also in the past passive participle hejčennij ‘hated’. Pertsova posited
that verbs that do show the same alterations in both forms do not have paradigm gaps. To see if
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the novel borrowed verbs in our corpus follow this pattern, we collected past passive participles
for 38 stem-changing verbs and compared to the frequency of past passive participles with the
attested changes with the frequency of 1SG forms with the same changes. The relations between
the 1SG forms and the past passive participles are mapped in Figure 6. The Pearson’s productmoment correlation test was insignificant at α = .01 (p = .029), so we could not reject the null
hypothesis that the true correlation between the two verb forms was 0.

Figure 6. Proportion of 1SG forms (x-axis) and past passive participles with expected dental alterations (y-axis).

The analysis sheds new light on the linguistic changes that these verbs undergo upon their
transfer to the recipient language. While the results of the analysis are different from those of the
previous studies (Pertsova 2016, Slioussar and Kholodilova 2013, Magomedova and Slioussar
2017), they are important in that they show that novel loanwords are affected by the previously
attested uncertainty regarding the application of the expected stem-final alternations, though more
research is needed to determine if any of these verbs can be presumed to have paradigm gaps.
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5. Conclusions and Discussion
The present study investigated the possibility of using computational methods for loanword
detection. Several model architectures and configurations were trained and tested to arrive at the
best model. The final model incorporated phonotactic, lexical, and semantic distributional features
and used an SVM binary classifier to predict if a word was borrowed. The model achieved stateof-the-art results on the evaluation test, surpassing the results of previous similar models (Mi et al.
2016, Mi et al. 2018, Fenogenova et al. 2016, Tsvetkov et al. 2015).
Moreover, the detection model has performed exceptionally well in a real-life setting. When
applied to existing Russian Web corpora, the model allowed to compile an extended corpus of
recent Russian borrowings from English. In addition to the identified loanwords, the corpus
contains their predicted English donor words, morphological features and part-of-speech tags, and
sentences in which they occur. The importance of the corpus is emphasized by the morphological
analysis of the identified loanwords described in Section 4. A frequency study of oblique noun
forms focused on the indeclinability of borrowed nouns and showed positive correlation between
the frequencies of noun lemmas and their oblique forms, suggesting that there is no growing trend
of indeclinability among novel Russian loanwords. In addition, a subset of the corpus was used to
analyze stem-final consonant mutations in borrowed verbs. The analysis confirmed the previously
attested underapplication of expected mutations but found no correlation between the frequency
of the verbs and the frequency of verb forms containing expected mutations. The corpus is released
with the hope to further research of loanwords and language constraints.
At the same time, the detection model has certain limitations. For example, it is too sensitive
to hyphenated words and ended up mis-classifying a large number of native abbreviated or hard40

hyphenated words. In the future, the compiled loanword corpus can be used to further improve the
accuracy of the detection model.
The construction of the corpus also has certain challenges. In particular, the initial corpus
aggregated from model predictions was too noisy partly due to the model errors, but mostly due to
the errors in the lemmatization and part-of-speech tagging. The lemmatization and part-of-speech
tagging errors are interconnected in that an incorrect tag will lead to an application of incorrect
lemmatization rules. While previous studies resorted to reducing the noise of the compiled corpora
through manual revision (Fenogenova et al. 2016, Muravyev et al. 2014), the goal of this study
was to apply strictly computational methods. Thus, instead of revising the corpus by hand, an
intersection of two lemmatization models and two tagging models was used to reduce the number
of errors. More research is needed to improve existing morphological analyzers, which will help
increase the accuracy of the detection model.
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Appendix: Novel Russian Loanwords with Predicted Donor Words
ab'juzerstvo
ab'juzerša
ab'juzivna
ab'juzit'
averzivnyj
avtofikšn
aggregirovat'
agonizirovat'
agregatirovat'
adaptive
adblok
adbloker
advajzer
advajs
advansd
advanser
advansment
advantejdž
adventivnyj
adventura
adventurizm
advenčers
advenčurer
advert
advizor
advizori
advokejt
adderal
adderollovyj
adopter
akvizišn
akkaunting
akkaunts
akkolejd
akkomplišed
aksident
aktivejšen
aktivèjted
akting
aktual
alajn
alerting
alerts
alinkljuziv

'abuser'
'abuser'
'abusive'
'abuse'
'aversive'
'auto fiction'
'aggregate'
'agonize'
'aggregate'
'adaptive'
'AdBlock'
'adblocker'
'adviser'
'advice'
'advanced'
'advancer'
'advancement'
'advantage'
'adventive'
'adventure'
'adventurism'
'adventures'
'adventurer'
'advert'
'advisor'
'advisory'
'advocate'
'Adderall'
'Adderall'
'adopter'
'acquisition'
'accounting'
'accounts'
'accolade'
'accomplished'
'accident'
'activation'
'activated'
'acting'
'actual'
'align'
'alerting'
'alerts'
'all inclusive'

alièkspressovskij
altimejts
ambient
ambulans
amejzing
amèjzing
anbar
anboks
anbokst
angri
anderajter
andervoter
anderkaver
anderkarta
anderkloking
animal
animejšn
animit'
anlajk
annual
anpèkmi
anfollovit'
apgrejdit'
apgrejtnut'
aploadit'
apnut'sja
approač
apps
atenšen
atributirovat'
audišen
autlajner
autsortingovyj
affiliejtka
ačivit'
baghantit'
bajbek
bajkfrendli
balansit'
bampit'
bampovat'
barbekjuit'
batterskotč
bezakkauntnyj
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'AliExpress'
'ultimate'
'ambient'
'ambulance'
'amazing'
'amazing'
'unbar'
'unbox'
'unboxed'
'angry'
'underwriter'
'underwater'
'undercover'
'undercard'
'underclocking'
'animal'
'animation'
'animate'
'unlike'
'annual'
'unpack me'
'unfollow'
'upgrade'
'upgrade'
'upload'
'up'
'approach'
'apps'
'attention'
'attributing'
'audition'
'outliner'
'out sorting'
'affiliate'
'achieve'
'bug hunt'
'buyback'
'bike friendly'
'balance'
'bump'
'bump'
'barbecue'
'butterscotch'
'account'

bek
bekdornyj
beker
bekonovyj
bekpeker
berda
bjornsajd
bernut'sja
bestennyj
bilingval
bitkoin
blinkovyj
bliss
blisternyj
blogirovat'sja
blokirovat'sja
blokovyj
bljutusnyj
bolderingovyj
bonusit'
brauzit'
brejkanut'
brejkdaunut'
brendik
brendonutyj
bridernyj
bridževyj
broud
brutforsit'
brèjn
brèndirovat'
bukat'
bukmarkat'
bulšitit'
bègmèn
bèkspejsnut'
bèttari
vajral
vajs
vajfaj
varden
varping
vebkamit'
veganit'
vegetarianit'
vesternizirovat'
vigilant

'back'
'backdoor'
'backer'
'bacon'
'backpacker'
'bird'
'burnside'
'burn'
'best'
'bilingual'
'bitcoin'
'blink'
'bliss'
'blister'
'blog'
'blocking'
'block'
'Bluetooth'
'bouldering'
'bonus'
'browse'
'break'
'breakdown'
'brand'
'brand'
'breeder'
'bridge'
'broad'
'brutе force'
'brain'
'brand'
'book'
'bookmark'
'bullshit'
'bagman'
'backspace'
'battery'
'viral'
'vice'
'Wi-Fi'
'warden'
'warping'
'web cam'
'vegan'
'vegetarian'
'westernize'
'vigilant'

vidžil
vižen
vizardz
vizion
viktimblejmit'
viktimizirovat'
viralit'
virtualizirovat'
višer
vrekerit'
vudik
vèjd
gazlajt
gazlajtit'
gajdbuk
gejmdevit'sja
gejmerit'
gejtkipit'
gemblit'
gendersvičnut'
geokodirovat'
geotarget
gljuten
gould
grejlistit'
grejp
grejsovyj
grindit'
grinman
gugljatka
gèmbling
gèmblit'
dablčeknut'
dajvit'
dajdžestiv
dajlit'
dajpers
dajrekšen
dajhardmen
dankat'
darkglass
daunskejlit'
devajsez
dedakšen
dedlajnit'
dednejmit'
dezjorvz
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'vigil'
'vision'
'wizards'
'vision'
'victim blaming'
'victimize'
'viral'
'virtualize'
'wisher'
'wrecker'
'woody'
'wade'
'gaslight'
'gaslight'
'guidebook'
'game dev'
'game'
'gatekeep'
'gamble'
'gender switch'
'geocode'
'geo target'
'gluten'
'gold'
'gray list'
'grape'
'grace'
'grind'
'green man'
'google'
'gambling'
'gamble'
'double check'
'dive'
'digestive'
'dial'
'diapers'
'direction'
'die-hard man'
'dunk'
'dark glass'
'downscale'
'devices'
'deduction'
'deadline'
'dead name'
'deserves'

dekriptovat'
deplatformit'
deskremblirovat'
deskripšen
despavnit'sja
destinejšen
destoršn
defendit'
dešbord
džadž
džampi
džankšen
džejl
džejlbrejker
dženerejšnz
dženerik
džentrificirovat'
džimit'
džinglbellit'
džogger
džoit'
džojnit'
džornèlizm
džuniper
divajn
divajniti
diversiti
dizassemblirovat'
dizlajkat'
diskaverabiliti
diskavri
diskavèri
diskass
dispersnut'
dogsiti
dokker
donats
donejšen
dropkikat'
dudler
dumskrollar
dèdlajn
dènsit'
eksepšen
emejl
enžoj
enterprajz

'decrypt'
'deplatform'
'descramble'
'description'
'despawn'
'destination'
'distortion'
'defend'
'dashboard'
'judge'
'jump'
'junk'
'jail'
'jailbreaker'
'generations'
'generic'
'gentrify'
'gym'
'jingle bell'
'jogger'
'joy'
'join'
'journalism'
'juniper'
'divine'
'divinity'
'diversity'
'disassemble'
'dislike'
'discoverability'
'discovery'
'discovery'
'discuss'
'disperse'
'dog city'
'docker'
'doughnut'
'donation'
'dropkick'
'doodler'
'doom scroller'
'deadline'
'dance'
'exception'
'e-mail'
'enjoy'
'enterprise'

estimejt
zombirovat'
zombificirovat'
zumirovat'
zumirovat'sja
izolèjt
iksterminèjt'
impress
impressiv
impruv
inbridirovat'
invajtit'
inversnut'sja
invojsing
indakšn
indaldž
indaldžens
insajtovyj
integrejšen
infekšns
inferens
inčovyj
kambèčit'
kambèčnyj
kambèknut’
kamingautnut’sya
kampervan
kansellit'
karpenter
karpentri
karšaring
kastodial'nyj
kastomnyj
kaunsil
kauč
kvèliti
kejbl
keševyj
kiberbullit'
kidnepp
kinkernyj
kinkšejmit'
kitčit'
klejm
klikabel'nyj
klikat'
klikbejtit'
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'estimate'
'zombie'
'zombie'
'zoom'
'zoom'
'isolate'
'exterminate'
'impress'
'impressive'
'improve'
'inbreed'
'invite'
'inverse'
'invoicing'
'induction'
'indulge'
'indulgence'
'insight'
'integration'
'infections'
'inference'
'inch'
'come back'
'comeback'
'come back'
‘coming out’
'campervan'
'cancel'
'carpenter'
'carpentry'
'carsharing'
'custodial'
‘custom’
'council'
'couch'
'quality'
'cable'
'cash'
'cyberbully'
'kidnap'
'kinker'
'kink shame'
'kitchen'
'claim'
'clickable'
'click'
'clickbait'

klikingovyj
kliknut'
klinikal
klènki
klèriti
koasternyj
kovergentnyj
kollajd
kollajding
kollautit'
kollbek
kollektabls
kolonizejšn
kommentit'
komments
kommjoršial
kommitit'
komm'jutit'
kompetišin
komfortit'
kongratilèjšns
konnekšen
konsolidejtid
konsolidejšn
konstrakšn
konstrejn
kontributit'
konfirmed
konflikts
konfljuens
konfljuentnyj
konformer
konf'juzing
konf'juzit'
kopipastat'
koučingovyj
krauder
krauding
kraudfajnit'
kraudfandingovyj
kraudfandit'
kraudfunding
kraftit'
krejv
krispit'
krisps
kruizit'

'clicking'
'click'
'clinical'
'clanky'
'clarity'
'coaster'
'convergent'
'collide'
'colliding'
'callout'
'callback'
'collectables'
'colonization'
'comment'
'comments'
'commercial'
'commit'
'commute'
'competition'
'comfort'
'congratulations'
'connection'
'consolidated'
'consolidation'
'construction'
'constrain'
'contribute'
'confirmed'
'conflicts'
'confluence'
'confluent'
'conformer'
'confusing'
'confuse'
'copy paste'
'coaching'
'crowder'
'crowding'
'crowd fine'
'crowdfunding'
'crowdfund'
'crowdfunding'
'craft'
'crave'
'crisp'
'crisps'
'cruise'

krèbs
kugar
kèmping
kjuriositi
lavless
lavsong
lavstori
lavhejt
lavčajld
lajaut
lajkanut'
lajknut'
lajmlajt
lajnvork
lajfa
lajfgard
leveredž
levitejting
lejzer
liftingovyj
loukosternyj
louless
lurk
lurkat'
lèjkovyj
mažorati
majndgejms
makdonal'dizirovat'
maksimajz
manipuljativnyj
maskulinizirovat'
mastermind
mafflit'
medikejšnyj
mejlovyj
mejnsplejnit'
mensplejnit'
menspreder
menspredit'sja
mentalizirovat'
menšenz
milkovyj
mirroring
misbihejv
misgendering
misgenderit'
misdirekšn
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'crabs'
'cougar'
'camping'
'curiosity'
'loveless'
'love song'
'love store'
'love hate'
'love child'
'layout'
'like'
'like'
'limelight'
'line work'
'life'
'lifeguard'
'leverage'
'levitating'
'laser'
'lifting'
'low-cost'
'lawless'
'lurk'
'lurk'
'lake'
'majority'
'mind games'
'mcdonaldize'
'maximize'
'manipulative'
'masculinizing'
'mastermind'
'muffle'
'medication'
'male'
'mansplain'
'mansplain'
'manspreading'
'manspreading'
'mentalizing'
'mentions'
'milk'
'mirroring'
'misbehave'
'misgendering'
'misgender'
'misdirection'

modellit'
moderniti
mortar
muvat'
mèjnstriming
mèjntejner
mèjnfrèjm
mènski
mènual
mèč
mèšin
najtkol
najfoman
narrativ
nafakat'
nekless
njord
nipnut'sja
nojzi
nojzless
nonofišl
normal
normalajz
notifikejšen
nèjked
nèjšn
obžektiv
obsessiv
overvač
overprajz
overprajs
overrèjted
oversellit'
oversempling
overtonit'
overšèrit'
okkljudirovat'
okkljuzionnyj
olmoust
openkèjs
opensurs
operejšn
organajz
oupenspejs
offendit'
pablišit'
paranoid

'model'
'modernity'
'mortar'
'move’
'mainstreaming'
'maintainer'
'mainframe'
'man'
'manual'
'match'
'machine'
'night call'
'knife'
'narrative'
'fuck'
'neckless'
'nerd'
'nip'
'noisy'
'noiseless'
'nonofficial'
'normal'
'normalize'
'notification'
'naked'
'nation'
'objective'
'obsess'
'overwatch'
'overprize'
'overprice'
'overrated'
'oversell'
'oversampling'
'overtone'
'overshare'
'occlude'
'occlusion'
'almost'
'open case'
'open source'
'operation'
'organize'
'open space'
'offend'
'publish'
'paranoid'

parfèjt
pasit'
patiboj
patibrejker
patčit'
pauèrnèp
pauèrplèj
pauèrhaus
pejdžit'
pejsit'
pejsti
persistirovat'
persistit'
pikapnut'
pikat'
pinakl
pirsingovat'
plejgraundovskij
plejgraundskij
plejgruppa
plejlandija
plejlend
plejstejšnskij
plejtestit'
plèjsed
plènkovyj
plènti
pozišen
poketmani
polišing
popkornbuk
porkupajn
portabl
prajmirovat'
prajml
prajoriti
predikt
predikšn
prezentejšn
prejz
preskul
prodakšnz
prodžektit'
prokrejtit'
promoutit'
promoušen
promoušin
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'parfait'
'pass'
'party boy'
'party breaker'
'patch'
'power nap'
'powerplay'
'powerhouse'
'page'
'pace'
'pasty'
'persist'
'persist'
'pick-up'
'pick'
'pinnacle'
'piercing'
'playground'
'playground'
'playgroup'
'playland'
'playland'
'PlayStation'
'playtest'
'placed'
'plank'
'plenty'
'position'
'pocket-money'
'polishing'
'popcorn book'
'porcupine'
'portable'
'prime'
'primal'
'priority'
'predict'
'prediction'
'presentation'
'praise'
'preschool'
'productions'
'project'
'procreate'
'promote'
'promotion'
'promotion'

prononsièjšn
prospamit'
protekšn
prof'južen
pročillit'
pruv
pruven
pufer
pèjmaster
pèjntovkij
pèked
pèrriš
pèčvorking
rajval
rajzernyj
rantit'
rančer
rapidnyj
rasfrendit'
rasšarit'
rebutovat'sja
revamp
reversit'
revižen
revižn
redakšn
redevelopment
redraft
rejtit'
rekognajz
rekonstrakšen
rekrutit'
rekurrent
relejšenšip
relejšnšip
reljuk
remasteringovat'
remiksnut'
remuv
reportirovat'sja
repostnut'
reprezentativit'
resellit'
resiv
respavn
respavnit'
respektivnyj

'pronunciation'
'spam'
'protection'
'profusion'
'chill'
'prove'
'proven'
'puffer'
'paymaster'
'paint'
'packed'
'parish'
'patchworking'
'rival'
'riser'
'rant'
'rancher'
'rapid'
'friend'
'share'
'reboot'
'revamp'
'reverse'
'revision'
'revision'
'reduction'
'redevelopment'
'redraft'
'rate'
'recognize'
'reconstruction'
'recruit'
'recurrent'
'relationship'
'relationship'
'relook'
'remastering'
'remix'
'remove'
'report'
'repost'
'representative'
'resell'
'receive'
'respawn'
'respawn'
'respective'

restrimit'
retardnut'sja
retvitit'
retriv
retrovejv
refajneri
refaktorit'
refejsovyj
refill
refinans
refleksit'
reflekt
reflekšn
reflou
refolding
refordž
reformer
refrejming
refrejmit'
refrešment
rešaffl
rivajvalist
riddl
rollaut
romènsit'
ruf
rèvišing
rèjning
rèmbling
rènž
rèplait'
sabmišen
sabskrajb
sabskrajber
sajdkvest
sajting
sajtnyj
sal'važat'
svapnutyj
svapnut'
svitčanut'
sviftovyj
svoppit'sja
sejvat'
sejler
sejfeti
sejfnet
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'restream'
'retard'
'retweet'
'retriever'
'retro wave'
'refinery'
'refactor'
'reface'
'refill'
'refinance'
'reflex'
'reflect'
'reflection'
'reflow'
'refolding'
'reforge'
'reformer'
'reframing'
'reframe'
'refreshment'
'rеshuffle'
'revivalist'
'riddle'
'rollout'
'romance'
'roof'
'ravishing'
'raining'
'rambling'
'range'
'reply'
'submission'
'subscribe'
'subscriber'
'side quest'
'sighting'
'sight'
'salvage'
'swap'
'swap'
'switch'
'swift'
'swap'
'save'
'sailor'
'safety'
'SafeNet'

sekondari
sekondli
sekstit'
seksualizirovat'
sekuljarnyj
sek'juritizirovat'
sellaut
selfisnut'sja
selfharmlit'sja
sender
senzitiv
sensitiviti
servismèn
sjorfit'
skajlajn
skajpovat'sja
skajroket
skajhuk
skamp
skankovyj
skvizovyj
skvirter
skvirtovat'
skejtovyj
skoringovyj
skrapbukovyj
skrapmanija
skremblirovat'
skribl
skrinit'
skrinšotit’
skrinšotočnyj
skrollit'
skrèbl
slinkovat'
slotirovat'
slèjk
smartkèžual
smartfonit'sja
smartfonnyj
smètčit'
snejp
snorkelit'sja
snup
snèjk
snèppi
solventnyj

'secondary'
'secondly'
'sext'
'sexualize'
'secular'
'securitize'
'sellout'
'selfies'
'self-harm'
'sender'
'sensitive'
'sensitivity'
'serviceman'
'surf'
'skyline'
'skype'
'skyrocket'
'skyhook'
'scamp'
'skank'
'squeeze'
'squirter'
'squirt'
'skate'
'scoring'
'scrapbook'
'scrap'
'scramble'
'scribble'
'screen'
'screenshot'
'screenshot'
'scroll'
'scrabble'
'slink'
'slot'
'slake'
'smart casual'
'smartphone'
'smartphone'
'match'
'snape'
'snorkel'
'snoop'
'snake'
'snappy'
'solvent'

softvarnyj
spavnit'
spavnkil
spajnbrejker
sparkat'
sparsit'
spešilti
spešièlti
spojlerit'
spènk
stakat'
starri
stejdždajving
stendaper
stenit'
stils'jut
stoper
storizmejker
storiteling
straggl
strajder
strajking
strajpi
strajpirovat'
stranger
strangulejt
strejndž
strejčing
stridfud
strimerša
strimlajn
stritlajt
stritrejs
strongmèn
superkul
supernatural
supersajz
superstajl
superstarz
supersèmpling
superčardž
suplikant
supplaj
suprimasi
survajval
sursbuk
suspendirovat'
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'software'
'spawn'
'spawn kill'
'spine breaker'
'spark'
'parse'
'specialty'
'specialty'
'spoiler'
'spank'
'stack'
'starry'
'stage diving'
'stand-up'
'stan'
'stealth'
'stopper'
'stories maker'
'storytelling'
'struggle'
'strider'
'striking'
'stripy'
'stripe'
'stranger'
'strangulate'
'strange'
'stretching'
'street food'
'streamer'
'streamline'
'streetlight'
'street race'
'strongman'
'supercool'
'supernatural'
'supersize'
'super style'
'superstars'
'super sampling'
'supercharge'
'supplicant'
'supply'
'supremacy'
'survival
'sourcebook'
'suspend'

sèjvori
sèjvpojnt
sèjk
sèjlzmèn
sèjn
sèjntski
sèlfharming
sèmplirovat'
sjurvajvl
sjurvajvl
tajm
tajmat'
tajmboks
tajmkiller
tajmless
tajmmendžment
tajmstamp
tajmfors
targetirovat'sja
taunhauz
tvjork
tviknut'sja
tviting
tvitčing
televižn
testflajt
tehnikalli
timfajt
tinderdejt
tindermetč
topvojs
topgerlz
trablšutit'
trajharder
trajhardmen
tranzišen
trankviliti
transgender
transgressirovat'
transkodirovat'
transmišn
transseksualka
trevelmanija
trejdanut'
trejderovat'
trejderstvovat'
trejlraning

'savory'
'save point'
'sake'
'salesman'
'sane'
'saint'
'self-harming'
'sample'
'survive'
'survival'
'time'
'time'
'timebox'
'time killer'
'timeless'
'time management'
'timestamp'
'time force'
'target'
'townhouse'
'twerk'
'tweak'
'tweeting'
'twitching'
'television'
'test flight'
'technically'
'team fight'
'tinder date'
'tinder match'
'top voice'
'top girls'
'trouble shoot'
'try harder'
'try hard man'
'transition'
'tranquility'
'transgender'
'transgress'
'transcode'
'transmission'
'transsexual'
'travel mania'
'trade'
'trader'
'trader'
'trail running'

trejnhop
trejts
trekat'
trekk
trekrekord
triangl
zatriggerit’
triggerit'sja
trikeri
trimmingovat'
tripanut'
trippl
trèkat'
trèmp
turnpajk
tèjlvind
uajldkard
uajtli
uikènder
uild
uimzi
uink
ul'travajolens
unforgiven
uolk
uordi
urbanski
urbanskij
favorited
faerbejz
faerbol
faergard
fajrvud
fajèri
fakapit’
faktček
fallaut
famili
fanfikovost'
fanfikovyj
fanfikšn
fejdingovat'
fejkanut'
fejklav
fejk-njus
fejk-novost’
fejsbidding
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'train hop'
'traits'
'track'
'track'
'track record'
'triangle'
‘trigger’
'trigger'
'trickery'
'trimming'
'trip'
'triple'
'track'
'tramp'
'turnpike'
'tailwind'
'wildcard'
'whitely'
'weekender'
'wild'
'whimsy'
'wink'
'ultra-violence'
'unforgiven'
'walk'
'word'
'urban'
'urban'
'favorited'
'fire base'
'fire ball'
'fireguard'
'firewood'
'fiery'
‘fuck up’
'fact check'
'fallout'
'family'
'fan-fic'
'fan-fic'
'fan fiction'
'fading'
'fake'
'fake love'
‘fake news’
‘fake’
'face bidding'

fejsbuker
fejser
fejskempit'
fejstajmo
femdomit'
fetiševat'
fillernyj
fingerling
fingerprinter
fingeršejming
finišd
fišeri
fišnet
flajtšering
flaunder
fleksboks
flešbèkat'
flikat'
flips
flèpdžek
flèsh-bèk
flèšmobit'
follbèk
follovit'sja
forbiden
former
fortifikejšn
fotospamit'
fotospojler
fototipnyj
frajdèjz
frejmvok
frejmirovat'
frendzonit'
frendit'
frizovyj
frodovyj
frostbajt
frustrèjšn
fruting
frutkejk
frèdžajl
fudmarket
fudpejring
fudtrak
fudšering
futbord

'Facebook'
'facer'
'facecamp'
'facetime'
'femdom'
'fetish'
'filler'
'fingerling'
'finger printer'
'finger shaming'
'finished'
'fishery'
'fishnet'
'flight sharing'
'flounder'
'flexbox'
'flashback'
'flick'
'flips'
'flapjack'
‘flashback’
'flash mob'
'fallback'
'follow'
'forbidden'
'former'
'fortification'
'photo spam'
'photo spoiler'
'phototype'
'Fridays'
'framework'
'frame'
'friendzone'
'friends'
'freeze'
'fraud'
'frostbite'
'frustration'
'fruiting'
'fruitcake'
'fragile'
'food market'
'food pairing'
'food track'
'food sharing'
'footboard'

f'jurri
f'jučer
f'jučeri
fèèri
fèjspalmit'
fèktori
fètšejmit'
hajdifinišn
hajlajtit'
haknutyj
hammerhed
handred
hanibejbez
hanters
harasit'
harasser
hardkorovec
harrikejnz
hartbrejk
hevenli
hedžingovyj
hedlajn
hejtit’
helpanut'
helsnet
hepi
hikat'
hinting
hitmejker
hičat'
hoarding
holdevej
honest
honorabl
hostirovat'
hostovat'sja
hostovyj
houmboj
houmvork
houmofis
houmran
houmstej
humanizirovat'
hèdžit'
hèdhantit'
hèp
hètčer
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'furry'
'future'
'future'
'fairy'
'facepalm'
'factory'
'fat shame'
'high definition'
'highlight'
'hack'
'hammerhead'
'hundred'
'honey babes'
'hunters'
'harass'
'harasser'
'hardcore'
'hurricanes'
'heartbreak'
'heavenly'
'hedging'
'headline'
'hate'
'help'
'health'
'happy'
'hick'
'hinting'
'hit maker'
'hitch'
'hoarding'
'hold away'
'honest'
'honorable'
'host'
'host'
'host'
'home boy'
'homework'
'home office'
'home run'
'homestay'
'humanize'
'hedge'
'headhunt'
'hap'
'hatcher'

hèč
čejzit'
čejndžlog
čejnz
čejning
čejnsou
čekinit'
čekpoint
čeriti
čipirovat'
čipovat'
čouzen
čèriti
šaringovyj
šejkers
šejm
šejmless
šejpšifter
šiping
šipmen
šipment
šitpostit’
šitposting
šopit'sja
šopper
èvidentnyj
èvoljušn

'hatch'
'chase'
'changelog'
'chains'
'chaining'
'chain saw'
'check in'
'checkpoint'
'charity'
'chip'
'cheap'
'chosen'
'charity'
'sharing'
'shakers'
'shame'
'shameless'
'shape shifter'
'shipping'
'shipman'
'shipment'
'shit post'
'shit posting'
'shop'
'shopper'
'evident'
'evolution'

èdalteri
èdvajzori
èdukèjšn
èd'jukejtit
èjndžil
èkvajr
èkvalajz
èksess
èksk'juz'mi
èkspozišn
èkspouzd
èkspressiv
èksfolirovat'
èmbossirovat'
èmbossirovat'sja
èmotiv
èmoušns
èmploèr
èmèjzd
ènvajronmental'nyj
èngejdžment
èndorsment
èndurans
ènerdžajzingovyj
ènivèjs
èskortirovat'
èstimèjtit'
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'adultery'
'advisory'
'education'
'educate'
'angel'
'acquire'
'equalize'
'excess'
'excuse me'
'exposition'
'exposed'
'expressive'
'exfoliate'
'emboss'
'emboss'
'emotive'
'emotions'
'employer'
'amazed'
'environmental'
'engagement'
'endorsement'
'endurance'
'energizing'
'anyways'
'escort'
'estimate'
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